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The cover
Each year, for the Post-Convention Issue, we ask the previous year’s Golden Nosey win-
ner to draw the current Golden Nosey winner. This year our cover is by Grigor Eftimov 
of our latest winner, Dai Tamura. See our interview starting on page 18 and stay tuned 
for Cory Lally’s upcoming interview with Dai on the Exaggerated Features podcast on 
iTunes or at exaggeratedfeatures.com. ef

From the editor
Caricature by Court Jones

CONVENTION RECAP
What a convention! This was the first 
one I was able to actually attend in 
the past few years. Even though I 
have been to at least 12 conventions, 
it was no less overwhelming than the 
other ones! So many people to catch 
up with, so many new people to meet, 
and so, so much exceptional artwork. 
It was great to finally meet some of 
the people whose artwork has graced 
the pages of this magazine. Kudos to 
the board, and our manager CeCe, 
who helped this week-long event run 
seemingly seamlessly. 

IN THIS ISSUE
If you missed the con or just need a 
refresher, this issue is a keeper. For 
those hoping to win some awards 
next year (even though that isn’t 
what it is all about, right?) consider 
this your primer. You will see artwork 
from all of the winners in this issue, 
see some con-inspired comics and 
get some encouraging tips from this 

year’s top award winner, Dai Tamura, 
in his interview. The Korean ISCA 
chapter also has a brief write-up 
about their recent minicon on the 
beautiful island of Jeju. Also, if you 
are interested in the financials of the 
organization, our yearly statement 
can be found on the last few pages of 
this issue.

GIFT CARD WINNER
Every current member who has 
something included in an issue of 
Exaggerated Features has their name 
placed in the hat for a random draw-
ing at the annual convention. Despite 
what some have said in the past, this 
drawing is NOT an award for the best 
submission, but a random drawing 
from all submissions that have made 
it to the pages for the past year. 
Though you don’t need to be present 
to win, you do need to be a current 
member. This year’s gift card winner 
was Canadian member Robert LaFon-
taine. Robert has submitted several 

articles over the past few years and 
keeps us abreast of what is going on 
in Canada. Congratulations, Robert!

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Just a reminder that the next two 
issues will be digital only and no print-
ed copies will be provided. We started 
doing this a couple of years ago and 
it seems to be a hit. Let us know if 
you think otherwise. Submissions 
that contain video, animated GIFs 
and other interactive content will be 
giving higher priority for the digital 
issues. How-to and business articles 
are also at the top of that list.

Well, that’s it from me. Always good to 
hear your comments and feedback! 

Debbie “debbo” Burmeister
Exaggerated Features
Editor/Art Director
efeditor@caricature.org 
instagram @debbiedoesdrawings

http://instagram @debbiedoesdrawings


Matt Zitman
President
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A word or two          
  from the Prez

The business podcast for 
authors, artists, and 
creative entrepreneurs. Use 
your talent to create the life 
of your dreams!

Episodes include interviews, 
information, and ideas to 
take your talents and turn 
them into pro�table passions

Available on iTunes, 
SoundCloud and other 
popular podcast platforms.

Hello everybody!

Happy New Year and I hope you all had a won-
derful and profitable holiday season! The 25th 
Annual Convention was only a few months ago 
but I’m sure, just like me, you are still coming 
down from the art high it gave you. Well, you’re 
in luck! Just to keep on that feeling, this maga-
zine covers all the awards and amazing art made 
during our stay in Phoenix. It also includes an 
interview with the 2016 Golden Nosey winner, 
Dai Tamura.

I want to thank all of the guest speakers for their 
amazing presentations. They were so inspiring 
and a blast to watch. Thanks to all of our spon-
sors who help us put on such a great event, and 
especially, all of you who make such an amazing 
event happen year after year.

Speaking for the board, we are all excited to 
work together again on the 2017 board and keep 
providing you great caricature content this year. 

Thank you again to VP Chris Moore, Co-treasur-

ers Ali Thome & Cory Lally, and Secretary Tom 
Faraci.

Next year’s convention will be at the Wyndham 
resort in Orlando Florida from November 5-10. 
We are proud to announce our guest of honor,  
TOM FLUHARTY!!! We are beyond excited to 
have him at the next convention!

Well, that’s enough from me! If you have any ideas 
you would like to discuss, please feel free to drop 
me or any of the board members an email. Hope 
you enjoy this issue and spread the word!

Matt Zitman

President of the International Society of Caricature Artists 

Instagram @zitman 

iscaprez@gmail.com 
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2016 Winners 

Speed Competition
1st Place Adam Pate* 
2nd Place Robin Schwartzman
3rd Place Alani Jimenez

Retail/Party Competition
1st Place Kira Moore
2nd Place Kirby Rudolph
3rd Place Alani Jimenez

Art Fight  Celestia Ward

Likeness Competition 
1st Place Eri Takasaka
2nd Place Kosuke Miyagi
3rd Place Rob Dumo

Congratulations to all of our winners!  
Due to space limitations, artwork shown is of the first-place winners only. 

*not pictured4
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Outstanding Body Situation
1st Place Kosuke Miyagi
2nd Place Tomokazu Tabata
3rd Place Rob Dumo

Most Humorous
1st Place  Tomokazu Tabata
2nd Place Ali Thome
3rd Place Yasushi Ito

Outstanding Black & White Technique
1st Place Dan McMahan
2nd Place Miguel Aguilar
3rd Place Salah Khudari

Outstanding Color Technique
1st Place Dai Tamura
2nd Place Junichi Tani
3rd Place Hitomi Ishihara
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Outstanding Exaggerated Style
1st Place Brian Oakes
2nd Place Dai Tamura
3rd Place Paul Evina-Ze

Outstanding 3D Technique
1st Place Birgit Vlk
2nd Place Aimee Lew
3rd Place Emily Byrne

Outstanding Abstract/Design Style
1st Place  Kohta Ichinomiya
2nd Place Lindsey Olivares
3rd Place Maria Picasso

Outstanding Cartoon Style
1st Place  Kirby Rudolph 
2nd Place Dan McMahan
3rd Place  Hitomi Ishihara 
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Ismael Roldan Award 
Rookie of the Year
Dan McMahan

Best Studio Piece
1st Place  Birgit Vlk
2nd Place Rob Hren
3rd Place Dai Tamura

Best Portfolio
1st Place Manny Avetisyan
2nd Place Kosuke Miyagi
3rd Place  Rob Hren

Guest of Honor Award
Eri Takasaka
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Group Composition
 1st Place Eri Takasaka
 2nd Place Manny Avetisyan
 3rd Place  Jordan Martin

Collaboration
Chris Chua & Ali Thome

Facebook Contest
Manny Avetisyan

ISCA Hall of Fame Inductee
Kage Nakanishi

Con Comic by Emi Sato



 1. The Moore Family by Joe Bluhm 
 2. Group by Manny Avetisyan
 3.  Michael White by Dai Tamura
 4. Group by Hitomi Ishihara
 5. Group by Masakaze Nakao

Top Ten CariCaTures  
of The Year

2

3

4 5

6

109

87
Front Row:  Dai Tamura, Joe Bluhm, Hitomi Ishihara, Kosuke Miyagi, Manny Avetisyan, Rob Hren.  Back row:  Masakaze Nakao, Nate Kapnicky,  
Brian Oakes, Tomokazu Tabata

1  6. Kirby by Kosuke Miyagi 
 7. Ally & Jordan by Nate Kapnicky
 8. Sebastian Martin by Brian Oakes
 9. Nick Nix by Tomokazu Tabata
 10. Miguel  by Rob Hren

14 15
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CariCaTurisT of Year
 1. Dai Tamura - 
  Gold Nosey
 2. Tomokazu Tabata - 
  Silver Nosey
 3. Brian Oakes - 
  Bronze Nosey
 4. Lindsey Olivares
 5. Manny Avetisyan
 6. Khota Ichinomiya 
 7. Kosuke Miyagi
 8. Hitomi Ishihara
 9. Joe Bluhm
 10. Rob Hren

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Front Row:  Lindsey Olivares, Tomokazu Tabata, Brian Oakes, Dai Tamura, Joe Bluhm. Back row:  Manny Avetisyan , Kosuke Miyagi,  Rob Hren,  
Khota Ichinomiya, Hitomi Ishihara.
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EF: First of all, I’d like to congratulate 
you on being the latest Golden Nosey 
winner.  
Dai Tamura: Thank you. 

EF: Tell us a little bit about your person-
al background. Where are you from? 
(where is your hometown?) Do you 
have any pets? Any hobbies? 
Dai: I’m from Hachioji, Tokyo. Com-
muting time from there is 2 hours. Ha-
chioji is surrounded by mountains and 
one of the mountains has been award-
ed three stars by the Michelin Guide. I 
used to have a cat and basketball is my 
hobby. During my high-school years, 
my team went to the all-Japan champi-
onship games.

EF: What is your artistic back-
ground? When did you know or decide 
that you would focus on caricatures for 
your career?  
Dai: I’ve been an artist for 6 years. 
Before Caricature Japan, I worked as a 
designer for a basketball maker where 
I mainly did graphic design. I designed 

several things such as T-shirts, uniforms, 
flyers and websites. 

I had an opportunity to design official 
goods for a Japanese professional bas-
ketball league. I was designing T-shirts 
for the champion team and that is when I 
was strongly drawn to caricature. I started 
attending caricature classes that Carica-
ture Japan offered and really dived in. It 
was then that I knew that caricature is a 
field that I wanted to focus on. I was 27 
then and now I’m 33, turning 34 next year.

EF: How long have you been drawing 
caricatures? Where did you first learn to 
draw caricatures? 
Dai: I’ve been drawing caricatures all my 
life as an artist, so 6 years. Even before 
drawing caricature, I use to draw people. 
I especially loved drawing basketball 
players and most of the time I drew 
them playing, which means I wasn’t 
focusing only on their faces.

I first learned to draw caricatures in the 
professional training course of Caricature 
Japan. There I met Kage for the first time.

This drawing is a parody of a popular Japanese TV show. In the show, there is always a group of people invited according to a certain theme. The group of 
people (including the animated characters) on the right are who caught the attention of Japanese in 2016. The two guys on the left are comedians who 
are the MCs of this show. It is colored with Copic markers and Holbein colored pencils, drawn on Kent paper. 
Size: 257mm×364mm

Interview 
with  

Dai Tamura

by Debbie “debbo” Burmeister
Translation help provided by Hitomi Ohtsuba  

After seeing Dai’s wall at this year’s 
convention, it is no surprise that he 
was voted the top caricature artist 

among his peers at the 2016 Annual 
Convention. This was Dai’s second 
convention, and he took notes of 

everything he learned from the pre-
vious year to come back in winning 
form. His hard work and dedication 

seemed to have paid off!

Kage Nakanishi, Copic markers and Holbein 
colored pencils. It is drawn on a kind of 
paper what we call “Shikishi” in Japan, 
which is thick and hard and is often used for 
group message cards, caligraphy and poem 
writings. Size: 242mm×272mm
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What made me decide to draw carica-
tures is how strong their message is. A 
caricature is targeted to a particular 
person while design needs to be targeted 
to many people.

I once heard of a mother who made a 
picture book for her child and it became a 
best seller. That story inspired me to draw 
pictures that have a strong message. Car-
icatures fit that requirement perfectly.

EF: Who are some of your caricature 
influences? 
Dai: Kage, of course, is the one who has 
influenced me the most. Besides him, 
I know many great artists whom I’ve 
learned so much from. ISCA members 
and my coworkers at Caricature Japan 
have taught me a lot as well.

EF: Where do you work as a caricature 
artist? 
Dai: I work as the Area Manager of 
Asakusa at Caricature Japan. 

EF: Do you work everyday? What is your 
work schedule like? What is your typical 
workday like? 
Dai: Yes, I work almost every day. We 
have caricature shops in several areas of 
Japan. Each shop has its own schedule 
but the shop I work at opens at 11am. 
There are three break times a day and 
each break time is 30 minutes long. It 
is considered literally “break time.” No 
time for left-over work. I personally 
spend time eating, sleeping or watching 

SNS (social network services). Closing 
time is 9pm. What’s done at the shop is 
mainly live-sketch. We draw people from 
photos, too.  

EF: What types of caricature art do you 
do? 
Dai: Most of my artwork is hand-drawn. 
The media I mainly use are Holbein Art-
ists’ Colored Pencils and Copic Markers. I 
like to heavily exaggerate and use heavy 
colors. 
In this context, the best Japanese word 
to describe the word “heavy ” is重い 
(omoi).

EF: What is your favorite thing/person 
to draw? 
Dai: I like drawing NBA athletes. Kobe 
Bryant is the one I’ve drawn the most. 
My favorite athlete is Michael Jordan but 
his face is not the easiest to draw, so I 
hardly draw him. 

EF: What were your goals for this year? 
I know that you told me in October that 
you would win the Golden Nosey. Did 
you think it would really happen or were 
you just hoping it would happen? 
Dai: My goal for this year was to indeed 
win the Golden Nosey and I had made 
that goal public, too. However, Golden 
Nosey was the result of my making a 
better wall than last year’s. My biggest 
goal was to break my best record. I 
thought, “If I do better than last year, the 
result will take care of itself.” 

EF: Do you think that taking the boot-
camp at the Watts Atelier in San Diego 
helped you win? If so why? How did it 
prepare you? What did you study there? 
Dai: Yes, it became one of the reasons 
why I could win because I learned there 
how the bones and muscles are built to-
gether, which is basic knowledge when it 
comes to drawing faces. Jeff (Watts), who 
taught me, was a great guy. Being the 
only Japanese in the classroom stretched 
me more than any other reasons. Practic-
ing oil painting was helpful too, although I 
did not use it the convention. 

EF: Did you do anything else to prepare 
yourself physically, mentally, emotionally? 
Dai: Since the last day of 2015 Convention 
in Ohio, I had been preparing myself every 
day. There was not a day that I did not 
draw. 

EF: The Japanese artists always seem to 
work the hardest at every convention, 
often times with very little or maybe no 
sleep. Did you get any sleep at the con-
vention? What is your secret to staying 
awake, maybe a magical potion? 
Dai: Haha yes, I think the members of 
Caricature Japan are especially sleepless 
folks. Kage advises us to get some sleep 
though.  

In total, I slept four hours this convention. 
One and a half hours in bed each night 
and whenever I got drowsy, I napped a 
little at my desk. Taking a shower after 

you sleep will freshen you up. If you 
constantly snack, you won’t get sleepy. 
Chocolates are recommended.

EF: What media/technique did you use 
for your wall at the convention? Was it 
different than what you did last year? 
Dai: I used the very same media as last 
year, Copic Markers, Holbein Artists’ Col-
ored Pencils and illustration boards. 

What I did differently from last year is 
I took photos of my models under the 
sunlight, which clearly brought out the 
shadows and made the coloring easier.  

EF: Is there any new media that you 
would like to try? 
Dai: Digital art is what I am interested 
in investing my strength in, because the 
quality looks higher on screen than on 
paper. 

EF: What other artwork do you do  
besides caricature? 
Dai: I used to study design, so I’ve done 
graphic art using computers. I’m also 
good at making logos that combine 
letters and illustrations. 

EF: What do you think made people 
vote for your work over that of other 
artists? 
Dai: I think it’s because I basically 

studied the past conventions. It’s very 
important to study excellent artworks of 
the past. 

EF: Now that you have finally achieved 
the Golden Nosey, will you continue to 
go to the conventions? If so, how will 
your participation change? 

Dai: If I’m continually attending the 
conventions, I would like to contribute to 
improving the level of ISCA. And if I were 
to attend, I will be serious about winning. 
I’d be glad if my artwork brings inspira-
tion to everyone who sees it. 

EF: What does the future hold? As 
an artist, what are your plans for the 
future? What do you see yourself doing 
5 years from now? 
Dai: There’s no telling what the future 
holds. That’s why it’s so interesting. One 
thing I would like to do someday is to 
draw a caricature of Michael Jordan and 
give it to him. 

EF: Do you have any projects coming 
up?  
Dai: I want to broaden the range of what 
I can express by using Copic Markers 
and Artstix. I also want to try drawing on 
many different textures of paper. 

EF: If you could not draw, what would 
you do for work? 
Dai: A designer. I’d want to make the 
world a more convenient place to live in. 

EF: What advice would you give to 
others hoping to win the Golden Nosey 
in the future? 
Dai: You cannot choose whether you 
become the Golden Nosey winner or not, 
so the important thing is to keep beating 
your best record and to keep studying

EF: Anything else you would like to 
share? 
I’m “Dai Tamura”, not “Die Tomorrow” :)  ef

Above: This is one of his coworkers, 
drawn at Kaminari-Gate shop. Size: 
257mm×364mm. Right: Corpse Michael 
Jackson, which was colored with oil paint on 
a canvas. Size: 257mm×364mm

Left: Customer drawn at Asakusa-Honten shop, Copic markers and Artstix. Size: 
257mm×364mm.   Above: Weird Al Yankovic, colored with Copic markers and Holbein 
colored pencils, drawn on illustration board. Won Third Place in Studio Piece Category at ISCA 
Annual Convention 2016. Size: 257mm×364mm
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Unca Lar’s Comic 
(AKA 2016 con wall)

Every registered convention attendee has a chance to put any type of art-
work on the walls as long as it is done at the convention and has caricartures 

of people attending that convention. This year, Lar de Souza aka Unca Lar 
had a six page comic plus cover for his wall. Even though he didn’t get a 

chance to color it in time for the convention judging, he was kind enough to 
finish it up and submit it so we could print it here in this issue of Exaggerat-

ed Features. For those of you who missed the convention, or maybe missed 
Lar’s wall, you are in luck! Here is the entire comic in full color. Lots of famil-
iar faces in this one. Sometimes, you can find him creating and chatting with 

his fans on Friday evenings at https://www.twitch.tv/uncalar.

Lar de Souza in his studio.
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Sam Gorrie  
(Canada) 
Thank you so much 
to ISCA Korea for 

putting on such an 
amazing convention 

and to the Island of Jeju for hosting 
and generously donating our hotel 
stay among other things. It was 
SUCH an amazing experience to 
visit this beautiful Island. ... I will 
never forget this experience. It is 
definitely one of the best caricature 
and travel adventures I have ever 
been on.... 
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The Asia Caricature Convention in Jeju 2016 was held 
from October 4th to 9th 2016 at Ocean Suites Hotel in 
Jeju, which is the most beautiful island in South Korea.

ISCA KOREA has held minicons in Korea in 2010, 2013, and 
2016. Over 100 artists participated in the first (2010) and 
second (2013) conventions. For the third (2016) international 
ISCA minicon in Korea, about 55 International artists partic-
ipated from Taiwan, Hongkong, Japan, Singapore, America, 
Canada, and Korea. Though the Jeju government provided 

a free hotel, it was limited to only 50 artists.  

This time, the Jeju government supported not only a 4-star, 
beachfront hotel, but also the seminar location, some meals, 
Korean BBQ, and a full day of Jeju free sketch tour. I was 
very lucky and happy to organize this convention in Jeju. 
The artists had a great time. It was very inspiring to see 
artworks from many new Asian artists.  

The Last day, we gave awards to 30 artists for the winners 
of each competitions and winners for the con.  

CON ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
Roger Hurtado (USA) 
This was my first con-
vention in Asia. It was an 
amazing experience. I 

was surprised at the excel-
lent quality and professional-

ism of all the artwork.

Han So Min (Korea) 
It was my first time attend-
ing an ISCA convention. 
For me, it was fantastic! 
Many foreign artists 

came to this convention, so 

I learned so many things from them. 
Thank you ISCA KOREA for making 
this great opportunity for me. 

Yi-Yao Chang (Taiwan) 
The experience of joining 
the 2016 Asia Carica-
ture Convention on Jeju 

Island was very unfor-
gettable. There was the 

best organizer, Yonie, many talented 
artists from all over the world, fantastic 
accommodations, delicious food, an 
invigorating sea view and the lovely and 

considerate Korean staff. Hoping to visit 
Korea again, and I will be glad to join 
the next Asia Caricature Convention. 

Jit Leong Chong  
(Singapore) 
The caricaturist friends I 
met were amazing. Be-

sides learning from their 
different drawing styles, we 

got to mingle together longer with the 
activities arranged by Yonie. We had 
great fun! Looking forward to the next 
MiniCon! 

Pei-Ching Woo  
(Taiwan) 
Thank you very much 
ISCA KOREA for allowing 
me to participate in the 

Jeju convention. The beautiful 
scenery, food and cultural environment of 
Jeju gave me creative nutrition for my art. 
I hope to visit Jeju again in the future. 

 Kamal Dollah  
(Singapore) 
The convention was very 
well organised and we 

were impressed by the 

support and sponsorship given by the 
government. The retail competition 
involving the public gives us opportunity 
to mingle with the locals. Overall, it was 
one of the best ISCA convention I have 
attended. 
 

David Wong  
(Hong Kong) 
The experience of this 
event was priceless. I 
hope there will be more 

events like this in the 
future, not only in Korea, but maybe in 
Taiwan or Hong Kong. ef

Above: Members of the 2016 Jeju Caricature Convention enjoy the beautiful coastline of this sought-out vacation and resort destination.

Top: Speed Competition.  
Left: Some of the pieces submitted 
for the Studio Competition.  
Above: ISCA member Zach  
Trenholm sketching the view.

IMPORTANT 
In the future, ISCA KOREA will host another convention, 

artist seminar, and international exhibition in Jeju. Details 
will be announced on the ISCA KOREA Facebook page:

https://www.facebook.com/iscakorea/ 

Convention Recap
by Yonie Woo

Jeju Convention Winners 
Golden Nosey - Kunikazu Noguchi (Japan) 
Silver Nosey - Angineer Ang (Korea) 
Bronze Nosey - Lui Min Wang (Taiwan) 

Speed Competition 
1st Wong Man Chiu(HongKong) 
2nd Kelly O’Brien (USA) 

Likeness Competition 
1st Kunikazu Noguchi (Japan)
2nd Jitleong Chong(Singapore) 

Top 1 Caricature Artworks - Kim, Kyung Min (Korea) 
Top 2 Caricature Artworks - Chihiro Noguchi (Japan) 
Top 3 Caricature Artworks - Angineer Ang (Korea) 
Top 4 Caricature Artworks - Kuan Yu Shin (Taiwan) 
Top 5 Caricature Artworks - Chia Hui Liu (Taiwan) 

Jeju Sketch Tour Competition 
1st Han, So Min(Korea) 
2nd Lui Min Wang(Taiwan) 
3rd Kamal Dollah (Singapore)  

Best Studio Artwork -  
Chia Hui Liu (Taiwan) 

Best Black & White Caricature Artist -  
Kim, Jung Ho (Korea) 

Best Color Technique Caricature Artist -  
Kuan Yu Shin (Taiwan) 

Best Traditional Caricature Artist - 
Kunikazu Noguchi (Japan) 

Best Digital Caricature Artist -  
Angineer Ang (Angineer Ang) 

Best Exaggerated Style Caricature Artist -  
Lui Min Wang (Taiwan) 

Best 3D Style Caricature Artist -  
Spring Lee (Korea) 

Funniest Style Caricature Artist - 
Angie Jordan (USA) 
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2016 FUNancials

28



5110 NE 45th St
Kansas City, MO 64117 

USA

The convention starts with the ice breaker and registration on Sunday, November 5th, 2017  
and ends with the Awards Banquet on Friday, November 10th, 2017.

Mark your calendars for the 
26th Annual ISCA Convention

November 5th-10th, 2017
Wyndham Resort 
Orlando, Florida

With special 
guest artist

Tom Fluharty


